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Abstract

Network assisted Device-to-Device (D2D) communication has the potential benefits of
increasing system capacity, energy efficiency and achievable peak rates while reducing the
end-to-end latency. To realize these gains, recent works have proposed power control (PC)
and resource allocation (RA) schemes that show near optimal performance in terms of spectral
or energy efficiency. Unfortunately, these schemes assume perfect and instantaneous access
to either large scale or small scale channel state information (CSI) at some central entity.
Obviously, this assumption does not hold in practical implementations and we therefore
investigate the performance of D2D communications with limited CSI.
First, we analyze existing power control (PC), mode selection (MS) and resource allocation (RA) approaches in terms of the required input parameters, focusing on large scale
fading. Then we build up a model in a system simulator to capture the impact of unavailability
or CSI errors on the performance of PC, MS and RA algorithms.
Through simulations, we find that with proper algorithms, the system gains continuously
from having more CSI knowledge. Specially, with additional CSI, the newly implemented
Binary Power Control and Matching Allocation increases the throughput impressively with
low complexity and proper fairness between D2D layer and cellular layer.
Furthermore, we investigate the impact of errors in the channel gains. Simulation results
demonstrate that a certain user may suffer or benefit from the errors, however, the system
performance is insensitive to the small scale errors. Numerical results also show errors of
asymmetric range cause relatively more notable impact than the symmetric errors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Scenarios and Advantages of D2D Communications
Driven by the need for higher spectrum and energy efficiency, and the market drive of creating
new peer-to-peer and proximity-aware services, Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is
becoming increasingly popular [1], [5].
Cellular Mode

D2D Mode

UE 1

D2D TX

UE 2

D2D RX

Figure. 1.1 Network assisted D2D communication. In D2D communication, the UEs communicate
through the direct link between them instead of going through the base station. The D2D communication has the potential benefits of increasing capacity, achieving higher peak rate and reducing the
end-to-end latency.

In general, the connections directly established between two communicating devices
can be regarded as device-to-device. Specifically in the area of cellular networks, D2D
communication implies that two user equipment (UE) are allowed to communicate through
a direct link between them. Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept of network assisted D2D
communication in a cellular system. The UE communicates through a base station (BS)
are called cellular UE and its communication mode is UE mode. The other two UEs
1
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communicates through the direct link are D2D UEs and their mode is D2D mode. A
transmitter and a receiver in D2D mode form a D2D Pair.
Early work of D2D communication focused on the commercial or general use cases
involving two UEs in close proximity to each other exchanging some real-time traffic or
content. D2D communication has the potential to contribute in three aspects [6], [5].
• Capacity gain: Instead of using two links, D2D communication only takes one radio
link to perform data transmission. Moreover, with the proper resource allocation
schemes, D2D communication can reuse the resource blocks of the cellular UEs (reuse
gain).
• Peak rate gain: As a result of the proximity and the possibility of having a better propagation conditions between a D2D pair, high peak rate could be achieved (proximity
gain).
• Latency gain: With two UEs communicating through a direct link, the BS station is
bypassed and the end-to-end latency can be reduced.

D2D Communication for PPDR and NSPS Usage
Besides the general uses, D2D communications can also be applied in the area of public
protection and disaster relief (PPDR) and national security and public safety (NSPS) services.
Recently, applying commercial cellular technologies to the area of public safety is
receiving increasing attention by cellular operators, regulators as well as government agencies.
As an example, the spectrum 700 MHz band and $7 billion funding has been guaranteed for an
LTE-based public safety network in USA. In the Electronic Communications Committee of
the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations, agencies work
together to establish a harmonized frequency band for public safety broadband services and to
evaluate the spectrum needs for a public protection and disaster relief (PPDR) communication
system [4].
Recognizing the importance of the PS community and the need for NSPS and PPDR
type of broadband services and the opportunity to establish common technical standards
for commercial cellular and PS, the 3GPP has started to study the scenarios, requirements,
and technology enablers related to NSPS and PPDR. The METIS (Mobile and wireless
communications Enablers) project also develops D2D technology components applicable
in emergency situations [4], [3]. As can be expected, direct D2D communication has the
potential to be a key component of this project.
2

1.2 Related Work
Standardization of D2D Communication
The third generation partnership project (3GPP) is currently studying the usage of D2D
communication in the fourth generation cellular systems standard, the long term evolutionadvance (LTE-A) [6]. In 3GPP releases, the D2D communication is termed as Proximitybased Services (ProSe). The introduction of LTE D2D discovery and communication is
one of the highlight in 3GPP release 12 [15], which is just a start. More topics related to
Enhancements to Proximity-based Services (eProSe) will be addressed in 3GPP release 13.

Channel State Information Acquisition for D2D Communication
In D2D communication, Channel State Information (CSI) is another very important issue.
Besides its involvement in D2D discovery, CSI also plays core roles as an essential input in
many D2D power control and resource allocation algorithms. For example, a transmitter that
doesn’t know any CSI can only transmit with fixed power [10]. For an adaptive algorithm, a
CSI with underestimated interference leads to a lower transmission power than the transmitter
needed. When the input of resource allocation algorithms contains CSI errors, the D2D
transmitter may reuse the wrong resource block (RB) and cause strong interference to the
cellular users. Thus the acquisition of CSI plays an important role in D2D communication.

1.2

Related Work

Recognizing the potential of D2D communication, a number of researches have being focused
in this area. The related researches include the D2D scenario and performance analysis, D2D
Radio Resource Management (RRM), D2D Service and Device Discovery Techniques, D2D
mode selection, and Network Assisted D2D Communication [1], [6].
In the area of Radio Resource Management, the power control and resource allocation
are two key issues. After some necessary adaptation, some cellular power control schemes
could be used in D2D communication; however, due to the features of D2D communication,
their performance may differ. After comparison, the utility optimal schemes boost the system
throughput and performance of D2D UE by taking better advantage of both proximity and
reuse gains [2]. In order to limit the interference between D2D UEs and cellular UEs and
improve their performance as well, these two kinds of UEs could choose different power
control scheme. One feasible combination is that cellular users continue to use the legacy
LTE power control, while the D2D users use a constrained LTE power control or utility
optimal power control [8].
3
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Another important aspect of D2D RRM is resource allocation. Accompany with the reuse
gain, the interference issue in D2D communication have to be properly handled. In a typical
interference scenario showed in Figure 1.2, the D2D link and the cellular link share the same
PRB. The D2D transmitter causes interference to the cellular link at the base station and the
cellular link interferes the D2D link by causing interference at the D2D receiver.
D2D TX
Interference

Cellular UE

Interference

D2D RX

Figure. 1.2 A typical interference scenario of D2D communication: the D2D link and the cellular
uplink share the same resource block. The D2D transmitter generates interference at the base station
and the cellular UE generates interference at the D2D receiver.

With proper resource allocation, it’s possible to allow the D2D link to reuse the cellular
RBs within the same cell. The minimal interference allocation performs well for the D2D
communication, but it requires a lot of channel gain knowledge. A low complexity random
resource allocation schemes has been proposed, which works with limited CSI, and only
yields 1-2 dB lower SINR than minimal interference allocation [8].
In order to introduce D2D Communication in NSPC, the PPDR and NSPS-related requirements need to be fulfilled. The concept of network-assisted D2D communication is extended
to the scenario that the cellular coverage is partially available or unavailable, and some
protocol and algorithmic aspects have to be in place to achieve the commercially availability
of broadband NSPS services [4], [3]. The promising future of D2D communications also
triggered 3GPP to start several work items related to public safety in Release 11 and Release
12 [3].
The performance of D2D discovery gains improvement in terms of discovery time,
energy consumption when the level of network assistance improved [13]. When the network
assistance is partial available or unavailable, the D2D discovery could be done by a cluster
head, a UE selected based on the criteria consists of UE capability, mobility and other
information [17]. METIS also proposed a unified solution for D2D discovery. In this unified
solution, each UE are allocated a resource group (RG). The size of the RG varies for different
scenarios. For example, each RG has one discovery resource (DR) in the fully network
assistance mode and has all the available DRs in the fully UE-based mode [3].
4

1.3 Motivation and Objective
As mentioned, many of the D2D-related schemes and algorithms have different dependence level of channel state information. Although there are certain numbers of researches in
the area of channel estimation of cellular network, when it comes to D2D communication,
many potential researches could be done. In the perspective of availability of CSI, the cases
could be classified into three levels: the transmitters have no CSI of the receiver, there are
CSI feedback within the same type of link (cellular UE link or D2D link), and there are CSI
exchange between different type of links. The throughput of CSI feedback within links outperforms the case without feedback [10]. In terms of CSI acquisition of D2D communication,
a possible scheme is to take uses of demodulation reference signal (DMRS) based power
measurement, quantization based CSI feedback, and a simple CSI management procedure of
serving eNodeB (eNB) [8].

1.3

Motivation and Objective

Previous researches have already shown the various attractive benefits of D2D communication
in terms of SINR, throughput, energy efficiency, and spectrum efficiency [2],[13],[12].
However, it’s still unknown that if these gains could be fully realized in the practice. One of
the challenges is to acquire the required CSI knowledge of which some are rarely available
in existing cellular network. From a practical point of view, this thesis examines and
evaluates the D2D RRM algorithms, and investigates how close we are to the harvest of D2D
communication.
In detail, this thesis focuses on the following questions:
• With the CSI knowledge that are available in the existing network, what kind of
performance can D2D communication achieve? Can this performance benefit the
network? What are the most promising algorithms to be used?
• If more CSI knowledge are possible, can the performance of D2D communication be
further improved? If so, which CSI knowledge can benefit the network a lot and should
be figured out first?
• Also, when the input of the algorithms contains small-scale errors, will the D2D
communication experience a huge performance degradation?

1.4

Ethics and Public Welfare

Communication is a basic need of human society. The gains of D2D communication could
contribute to a better network and even provide service in areas of public safety and national
5
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security [4]. The findings and conclusions of the thesis work includes the performance of
the RRM algorithms, the fairness issues between the cellular layer and D2D layer, and the
impact of erroneous CSI. These could be references for other researchers and provide more
information to engineers.

1.5

Thesis Outline

The master thesis is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 explains the key issues in
cellular assisted D2D communication: D2D enabled cellular network, power control, resource
allocation and the role of CSI knowledge. Chapter 3 explains the details of power controls
algorithms studied. Chapter 4 gives the description of mode selection and resource allocation
algorithms. Chapter 5 focuses on the simulation methodology, including the simulation
procedure, system model and the key parameters. Chapter 6 presents the numerical results
obtained from the simulation and the corresponding analysis. Chapter 7 covers the final
conclusions and future work.

6

Chapter 2
Background: Network Assisted D2D
Communication
The D2D communications can be deployed differently in terms of spectrum resources used
and the involvement of the of the network entities. As an example, the D2D Communications
can utilize the unlicensed spectrum in the same manner as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi or the
licensed spectrum like the mobile network. Meanwhile, the D2D communication can take
place without the network support or with the assistance from network infrastructure.
This thesis focuses on the Network assisted D2D communication. In such a network, the
D2D links and the cellular links co-exist and they share the licensed spectrum of a mobile
cell. The D2D links are granted resources for a limited period of time by the cellular base
station. The D2D link manages the D2D link, including scheduling and link adaptation,
autonomously during this period of time (e.g. 500 ms). The resource blocks are reused
between the cellular layer and D2D layer. Further, the assistance from network infrastructure
benefits the D2D communication in terms of D2D discovery, node synchronization and
security procedures [5].
This chapter discusses the procedure, radio resource management, and channel state
information issues of network assisted D2D communication.

2.1

Procedures of D2D Communication

The procedures of a D2D communication could be summarized as two steps: the establishment of a network assisted D2D link and the communication session.
7
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2.1.1

D2D Discovery Phase

Before the D2D transmission take place, the transmitters and receivers in proximity of each
other have to be detected and discovered. Two common types of D2D Discovery are the
a − priori discovery and a − posteriori discovery. In a − priori discovery, the peer discovery
happens before the D2D communication and in a − posteriori discovery the D2D candidates
are detected among the UEs who have an ongoing communication through the base station
[9], [17].
Depending on the involvement of the base station, the detecting schemes may vary. For
example, in a lightly network assisted a − priori discovery scheme, the network only take
care of the assignment of beacon resources. The D2D transmitter broadcasts the beacon
signal to announce its existence and the D2D receiver applies to join by sending a paging
signal back. As a contrast, in a heavily network involved a − priori discovery, the D2D
transmitter needs to be registered in the network and the D2D receiver sends request to the
network to get paired [5].
Meanwhile, the link quality between the D2D transmitter and D2D receiver is taken into
consideration. In some scheme, in order to make D2D communication happen, the SINR
between a transmitter and a receiver should reach a certain threshold (decoding threshold)
[13] or meet some other requirements [8].
As a result of D2D Discovery phase, the paired transmitter and receiver forms a D2D pair.
To point out, depending on the communication phase, the D2D pairs still have the chance
to choose to communicate through the base station or through the direct link between them.
This scheme can avoid the abuse of D2D communication and benefit the system [5].

2.1.2

D2D Communication Phase

After the D2D pairs are formed, the communication phase starts. The communication phase
includes several procedures. The mode selection decides if the D2D candidates pairs are
suitable to communicate through the direct link (the D2D mode) at a specific transmission
round. The resource allocation chooses proper resource blocks for each D2D link and power
control sets the suitable transmission power. After these procedures, the transmission takes
place.
8
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2.2

Radio Resource Management for D2D Communication

To realize the gains of D2D communication, the radio resource management algorithms
plays very important roles. This section introduces the resource allocation and power control
problems of D2D communication.

2.2.1

Power Control

After a cellular link or D2D link has been granted a resource block, it is of great importance
to determine the transmission powers. For a certain link, a higher transmission power
benefits the link by a higher SNR. However, in a mobile system, a higher transmission power
generates higher interference.
The problem formulation of power control is expressed as
maximize ∑ ul (sl ) − ω ∑ Pl ,
p,s

l

(2.1)

l

which aims at maximizing the utility while taking the power consumptions into account. In
equation 2.1, l is the link index, and vectors Pl and sl are the transmission power and the data
rate of link l. ul (sl ) is the utility function and is defined as ul (sl ) = ln(sl ).
Three power control schemes designed for D2D communication are studied in this thesis.
• The LTE Open Loop Power Control, a simple power control scheme based on the
compensation of path loss.
• The Utility-Maximization Power Control, a near optimal power control try to maximize
the throughput of the system while taking the power consumption into consideration.
• The Binary Power Control, a power control aims to maximize the throughput of the
system with low complexity.

2.2.2

Resource Allocation

To boost the spectral efficiency of the system, the reuse of the resource blocks between the
cellular layer and the D2D layer are enabled in the network assisted D2D communication.
As an example, the D2D links can reuse some OFDM (orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing) time-frequency resources which has been already assigned to the cellular links.
Meanwhile, this reuse introduces intra-cell interference as a new challenge. The resource
allocation is an important approach to handle the interference between the D2D layer and
cellular layer.
9
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The task of resource allocation is formulated to maximize the overall spectral efficiency
for a given power settings [2]. Assume Gkl, j is the channel gain between transmitter k and
receiver l on the resource block (RB) j and k = l indicates a desired communication link.
Pk represents the transmission power of transmitter k. Thus received intra-cell interference
for receiver l at RB j is derived as Il, j = ∑k̸=l Pl · Gkl, j . The resource allocation problem is
formed as


Gll, j · Pl · xl, j (q)
maximize ∑ ∑ 10 log2 1 +
.
(2.2)
N0 + Ii, j
xl, j (q)
l j
The results of resource allocation is expressed as xl, j (q) ⊂ [0, 1]. xl, j (q) = 1 denotes link l
works in RB j. q ⊂ [0, 1] is an indicator for mode. q = 0 denotes UE mode and q = 1 denotes
D2D mode. N0 is the noise of the system.
In this master thesis, following resource allocation algorithms are investigated:
• Balanced Random Allocation, allocating the resource based on a random behaviour
and trying to balance the number of links on each resource block.
• Cellular Protection Allocation, designed to protect the cellular layer by avoiding the
resource reuse for cellular links in unfavorable channel condition.
• Minimal Interference Allocation, an algorithm based on minimizing the estimated
interference of the system.
• Matching Allocation, allocating the resource to maximize the throughput of the system.

2.3

The Role of Channel State Information

The channel state information studied in this thesis is mainly the long-term channel state
information-the channel gain, which are core inputs of the algorithms investigated. In the
network assisted D2D communication, five kinds of channel gains are of the interest and
shown in Figure 2.1.
• Gc is the channel gains between the cellular UE and the serving base station.
• Gd,B represents the channel gains between the D2D transmitter and the base station in
the same cell.
• Gd is the channel gain between the D2D transmitter and its receiver. This information
is newly needed in D2D communication and could be used in the D2D Discovery
phase as well.
• Gd,d is the channel gain between a D2D transmitter and the receivers of other D2D
transmitters.
10
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𝐺𝑑,𝐵

D2D TX 1
D2D TX 2

𝐺𝑑

𝐺𝑐

𝐺𝑑,𝑑

𝐺𝑐,𝑑
Cellular UE

D2D RX 1

Figure. 2.1 Different kinds of channel gains. In a typical D2D scenario, there are five different kinds
of channel gains. The availability and accuracy of these channel gains decide the applicability and
performance of the D2D RRM algorithms.

• Gc,d is the channel gain between the D2D receivers and the Cellular UEs in the same
cell. This information is also newly required in D2D communication.
In terms of acquisition and availability, these channel gain knowledge differs. For the
purpose of handover, Gc and Gd,B are usually available in the Network. Also, it is possible to
acquire Gd and Gd,d through the D2D Discover phase. The most challenging type of channel
knowledge is the Gc,d . The availability of channel knowledge decides applicability of the
algorithms. For instance,the Balanced Random Allocation does not require any channel gains
as input, and the Minimal Interference Allocation needs three kinds of channel gains.
Meanwhile, depends on the channel estimation technologies, the input channel gains for
the algorithms may contain errors. The performance of algorithms may differ in the practical
application where the assumption of perfect CSI knowledge doesn’t hold.
To sum up, it’s of importance to evaluate the D2D RRM algorithms with imperfect CSI
knowledge and have a more practical understanding of them.

2.4

Channel Model

The channel of the network assisted D2D communication is modelled as:
Gl = PL(d) + Gshadow + Nl ,

(2.3)

where PL(d) is the average pathloss, Gshadow is the log-normal shadow fading component
and Nl is the additive thermal noise.
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Depending on the type of channel, the Gshadow and PL(d) vary. The fast fading is not
included in the channel model and can be implemented in the future work to perform more
realistic evaluation.
The Average Pathloss
The micro urban channel model from ITU are used to model the pathloss [16], [14]. The
average pathloss is calculated as
PL(d) = σ · PLLoS + (1 − σ ) · PLNLoS ,
where the PLLoS is the line-of-sight (LoS) pathloss, PLNLoS is the non-line-of-sight (NLoS)
pathloss and the σ is the probability of LoS pathloss.
For the channel between base station and devices, the PLLoS , PLNLoS and σ are calculated
as:
PLLoS = 22 log10 (d) + 42 + 20 log10 ( f c/5) ,
PLNLoS = 36.7 log10 (d) + 40.9 + 26 log10 ( fc /5) ,
σ = min(18/d, 1) · (1 − exp (−d/36)) + exp(−d/36),
where the d is the distance between the base station and the device in meters, and the fc is
the carrier frequency in GHz.
For the channel between D2D transmitters and D2D receivers, and the channel between
cellular UEs and D2D receivers, the LoS pathloss is modelled as
PLLoS = 16.9 log10 (d) + 46.8 + 20 log10 ( f c/5) .
The NLoS pathloss is


2
PLNLoS = 101.04 − 7.1 log10 (W ) + 7.5 log10 (h) − 24.37 − 3.7 (h/hRX ) log10 (hRX )


+ (43.42 − 3.1 log10 (hRX )) (log10 (d) − 3) + 20 log10 ( fc ) − 3.2 (log10 (11.75hUT ))2 − 4.97
The h is the average building height, W is the street width, and hRX is the antenna height at
the D2D receivers and hUT is the height of cellular UE and D2D transmitters. The probability
of LoS pathloss is


1,
d64

σ = exp (−(d − 4)/3) , 4 < d < 60 .


0,
d > 60
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Shadow Fading
The shadow fading follows the log-normal distribution and the standard deviations (std) for
different channels are summarized in Table 2.1 [16], [14].
Table 2.1 Standard deviation (std) for shadow fading

Channel
BS-Device

Device to Device

Shadow Fading std(dB)
LoS

3

NLoS

4

LoS

3

NLoS

6

Erroneous CSI
The erroneous channel knowledge is modelled as:
Ge = Gl + εl
Gl : The perfect channel model of link l in Equation 2.3.

εl : The errors in the channel model of link l and εl ∼ N 0, ∆2 . The errors are truncated
to the range of [-6 dB, 6 dB] or [-3 dB, 6 dB] in different simulation scenarios.
Because the channel estimation technologies are not studied in the thesis work, the errors
are modelled by the truncated normal distribution. The model aims at emphasizing the
impact of the range of errors. Future work could build up a more sophisticated error model
associated with specific channel estimation technologies or the SINRs.
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Chapter 3
Power Control Algorithms
This chapter introduces the three power control algorithms investigated in the thesis.

3.1

LTE Open Loop Power Control

The power control algorithm LTE Open Loop is an already standardized and widely deployed
scheme [6]. Building the power control of D2D communication on the LTE Open Loop can
ease the process of introducing D2D communication into the existing mobile network.
In LTE Open Loop, the transmission power is set based on the channel gain between the
transmitter and its receiver. For a certain link, the transmission power is decided as
P = min {Pmax , P0 + 10log10 M + α · L} ,

(3.1)

where Pmax is the maximum transmission power, P0 is a base power level, M is the number of
assigned resource blocks, L is the measured path loss, and the α is the path loss compensation
factor. Both the powers of cellular UEs and D2D transmitters can be set according to equation
3.1. For a cellular UE or a D2D transmitter in UE mode, L is the path loss between the
transmitter and the base station. For a D2D transmitter in D2D mode, the L is the path loss
between the D2D transceivers.

3.2

Utility Maximization Power Control

The utility maximization power control is a near optimal power control that tries to find the
optimal power to solve the problem defined in equation 2.1 [2], [13]. To solve it, the equation
15
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2.1 is redefined to its equivalent:
maximize ∑ ul (es˜l ) − ω ∑ eP̃l
l

(3.2)

l

s˜l

P̃

subject to log(e ) ≤ log(cl (e )), ∀l
where assumes one-to-one correspondence between sl and es˜l and also between Pl and eP̃ .
Problem in Equation 3.2 is convex and solved by decomposition approach and iterative
method. Each iteration consists of an inner loop and an outer loop. At the beginning of each
iteration, the outer loop sets the SINR target and inner loop finds the optimal transmission
power to reach the SINR target. When the outer loop sets the SINR target, it takes use of the
transmission power set by the previous iteration.
For the utility maximization, ω is a very important parameter keeps the trade-off between
the power consumption and achieved data rate. A lower ω is desirable for a higher data rate
[12].

3.3

Binary Power Control

Although the utility maximization can provide impressive performance, but being solved
by iteration makes it time-consuming. Driven by the need for a simple and effective power
control, the Binary Power Control is implemented in the thesis project.

D2D TX

RB 1

RB 1

Cellular UE

D2D RX

Figure. 3.1 A sample scenario of Binary Power Control. The maximal throughput of this system can
be achieved either by allowing one of the links to transmit or allowing both links to transmit at their
maximal power.

Binary Power Control (BPC) [7] was originally developed for cellular network and
provided to be effective. According to the Binary Power Control, in a two-link system, the
optimal power allocation to maximize the throughput of this system is very simple: either
16
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allows only one of the links to transmit at its maximal power or allows both to transmit at
their own maximal power.
In a network where D2D links and cellular links coexist, with the requirement that one
RB can be shared by two links within a single cell, every two links that shares the same RB
forms a two-link system. As the scenario showed in Figure 3.1, if one D2D link and one
cellular UE link share the same RB, the sum throughput of this two link-system could be
maximized by one of the following three cases:
max , D2D TX is turned off.
• Only UE transmits at its maximal power Pue
max , UE is turned off.
• Only D2D TX transmits at its maximal power Pd2d
• Both UE and D2D TX transmit at their maximal power.

The BPC is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Binary Power Control
1 Resource allocation for the cellular links and D2D links
2 Date rate s (τ) is defined as s (τ) = Bandwidth · log2 (1 + τ), τ is the SINR of a link.
3 for Each RB j in Each cell do
4
if RB j is not reused then
5
allow the link (if exists) on RB j to transmit at its maximal power.
6
else
max and P = Pmax
7
Assume Pd2d = Pd2d
ue
ue
8
Estimate SNRd2d , SNRue , SINRd2d and SINRue
9
smax = max {s(SNRd2d ), s(SNRue ), s(SINRd2d ) + s(SINRue )}
10
if smax = s(SNRd2d ) then
max , P = 0
11
Pd2d = Pd2d
ue
12
else if smax = s(SNRue ) then
max
13
Pd2d = 0, Pue = Pue
14
else
max , P = Pmax
15
Pd2d = Pd2d
ue
ue
16
end
17
end
18 end
In BPC, the maximal transmission power of the D2D transmitter and cellular UE could be
different. A lower maximal transmission power of D2D is more favorable for several reasons.
Because the D2D transmitter and receiver are in the proximity of each other, they have a
higher probability of having a better channel condition than the cellular link. Thus, to achieve
the same SNR, the D2D transmitter needs lower power in average. Besides the purpose
of power saving, using lower transmission power for D2D link can reduce the received
interference of he cellular links.
17
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According to the BPC, some links will be turned off during a specific power control round.
The fairness issue of transmission opportunities is a consideration when applying BPC in the
network. However, numerical results show that with proper resource allocation algorithms,
the probability of being blocked in the BPC could be controlled within an acceptable range.
Furthermore, the fairness can be enhanced by a proper scheduler. The users blocked in one
round will be guaranteed a transmission opportunity in the next round.
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Chapter 4
Resource Allocation Algorithms
In a cellular-controlled system, the resource allocation consists of two phases, the resource
allocation for cellular UEs and resource allocation for D2D pairs. This thesis work mainly
focus on the resource allocation for D2D pairs with the assumption that the resource allocation
of cellular UEs has been done according to some legacy schemes.
After the resource allocation of cellular UEs, if some orthogonal resources are available,
these RBs will be allocated to part of the D2D links, and the rest D2D links have to reuse
resource blocks(RB).

4.1

Mode Selection of D2D Pairs

As mentioned in the Chapter 2, each D2D transmitter can work either in the D2D mode or
in the UE mode. For a given D2D pair, due to the shadow fading and the position of the
D2D pair, the D2D link cannot always bring gains. The channel gain based mode selection
enables the D2D transmitters to work in the mode (D2D mode or UE mode) in which they
have a higher channel gain.
The mode selection is only applicable when there are orthogonal resources available for
a D2D link. This restriction can help reduce the intra-cell interference. If a D2D transmitter
works in UE mode shares a resource block with a cellular UE, these two transmitters will
cause interference to each other at the base station. Mode selection has been integrated into
some of the resource allocation algorithms, and a general pseudo code of mode selection of
D2D pair is given in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Mode Selection
1 Resource allocation for cellular UEs by legacy schemes
2 for Each D2D Transmitter d do
3
if Orthogonal resource block j is available then
4
if the link gain in D2D mode is higher then
5
D2D Transmitter d transmits in D2D mode on RB j
6
else
7
D2D Transmitter d transmits in UE mode on RB j
8
end
9
else
10
Allocate resource and decide the mode for D2D transmitter d according to the
RA algorithm
11
end
12 end

4.2

Random Allocation and Balanced Random Allocation

Random allocation is the simplest algorithm and doesn’t need any channel gain knowledge as
input. In random allocation, when the reuse happens, a D2D link will be randomly assigned
a resource block among all the RBs. Due to the natural of randomness, some RBs could be
heavily used while some are underused [2].
To improve the performance, the Balanced Random Allocation (BRA) takes the load of
each resource block into consideration. The BRA records how many times a RB has been
used. When allocate a resource to a D2D link, the range of random selection is constrained to
the RBs with lowest reuse times instead of all the RBs. The BRA is described as Algorithm
3.

4.3

Cellular Protection Allocation

Generally, the cellular link in a unfavourable condition is more easily to be affected by
the interference. To protect these cellular links from interference, the cellular protection
allocation aims to reduce or avoid the RB reuse between these fragile links and the D2D
links. In detail, when reuse happens, the RB associated to the link with the highest channel
gain will be reused by a D2D link. The pseudo-code is given in algorithm 4 [2].
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Algorithm 3: Balanced Random Allocation (BRA)
1 Initiate the ρ j = 0, the counter records how many times a RB has been used
2 Resources allocation for cellular UEs by legacy schemes
3 for Each D2D Transmitter d do
4
if Orthogonal resource block j is available then
5
if the link gain in D2D mode is higher then
6
D2D Transmitter d transmits in D2D mode on RB j
7
else
8
D2D Transmitter d transmits in UE mode on RB j
9
end
10
Update the counter ρ j
11
else
12
Randomly select a RB j with ρ j = min ρ j and assign it to the D2D Transmitter
d
13
D2D Transmitter d works in D2D mode
14
Update the counter ρ j
15
end
16 end

Algorithm 4: Cellular Protection Allocation (CPA)
1 Initiate the ρ j = 0, the counter records how many times a RB has been used
2 Resources allocation for cellular UEs by legacy schemes
3 Store the channel gain g j,l for each cellular link l on RB j
4 for Each D2D Transmitter d do
5
if Orthogonal resource block j is available then
6
if the link gain in D2D mode is higher then
7
D2D Transmitter d transmits in D2D mode on RB j
8
else
9
D2D Transmitter d transmits in UE mode on RB j
10
Store the channel gain g j,l of this D2D link
11
end
12
Update the counter ρ j
13
else
14
Select the RB j with g j,l = max g j,l among the RBs that ρ j = min ρ j
15
D2D Transmitter d transmits in D2D mode on RB j
16
Update the counter ρ j
17
end
18 end
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4.4

Minimum Interference Allocation

A common drawback of Random Allocation and Balanced Random Allocation is that these
algorithms are unaware of the channel conditions of the cellular UEs and D2D transmitters.
When a D2D transmitter reuses a RB with a cellular UE which is close to the D2D receiver,
the D2D communication may suffer from the strong interference from the cellular UE. When
a cellular UE at the cellular border shares a RB with a D2D transmitter which is close to
the base station, the D2D transmitter generates strong interference at the cellular link. In
order to avoid the severe intra-cell interference, Minimal Interference Allocation (MinInterf)
uses more channel gain knowledge to estimate the interference. The estimated interference
consists of the received interference at the D2D receiver and the interferences generated
by the D2D transmitter. The D2D link will be assigned the RB of which the estimated
interference is the minimal. Algorithm 5 gives the pseudo-code [6].
Algorithm 5: The Minimal Interference Allocation (MinInterf)
1 Resources allocation for cellular UEs by legacy schemes
2 for Each D2D Transmitter d do
3
if Orthogonal resource block j is available then
4
if the link gain in D2D mode is higher then
5
D2D Transmitter d transmits in D2D mode on RB j
6
else
7
D2D Transmitter d transmits in UE mode on RB j
8
end
9
else
10
for Each available resource block j do
11
Assume D2D transmitter works in in RB j
12
I j = IGenerated Interfernece + IReceived Interfernece
13
end
14
D2D transmitter d transmits in D2D mode on the RB j with I j = min I j
15
end
16 end

4.5

Matching Allocation

The matching allocation is a newly implemented algorithm in this thesis project. The aim of
matching is to maximize the sum throughput of the system.
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4.5.1

Implementation of Matching

To introduce the matching algorithm, assume a cell in Figure 4.1 has N resource blocks, N
cellular UE links and N D2D links. After the resource allocation for cellular UEs, each UE
is allocated an orthogonal RB. Therefore there is no orthogonal RB available and each D2D
link has to share a RB with another UE link. The result of resource allocation for D2D is
represented by xc,d , where
xc,d

(
1 If D2D link d uses the RB of UE link c
=
0
Otherwise

UE 2

UE 1

UE 3

UE C-1

(4.1)

UE C

…
…

…

…

Weight

D2D 1

D2D 1

D2D 1

…

D2D D-1 D2D D

Figure. 4.1 Scenario for Matching Algorithm. Each cellular link c and D2D link d can form a UED2D pair to share the same RB. Matching algorithm maximizes the system throughput by allocating
the RBs properly(selecting the UE-D2D pairs).

Assume each link only uses one RB and each RB could only be used by one UE link and
one D2D link, following requirement should be met:

∑ xc,d = 1
d

(4.2)

∑ xc,d = 1
c

The matching algorithm is designed to allocate the resource that maximize the sum
throughput of the cell. The matching is formed as:
N

maximize ∑ uc (d, Pc ) · xc,d + ud (c, Pd ) · xc,d ,
xc,d ,Pc ,Pd c=1
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where uc (d, Pc ) is the throughput of cellular link c, when it use the same RB with D2D
link d and transmit with power Pc . Similarly, ud (c, Pd ) is the throughput of D2D link d, when
it use the same RB with cellular link c and transmit with power Pd . The transmission power
follows the requirement that
0 ≤ Pc ≤ Pcmax , ∀Pc

0 ≤ Pd ≤ Pdmax , ∀Pd

(4.4)

If the resource allocation met the equation 4.2, each UE link and D2D link on the same
RB forms a two-link system. The throughput of this system can be maximized by Binary
Power Control with the constrains of equation 4.4. For a given resource allocation, the
throughput achieved by BPC is the maximal regarding to this resource allocation.
According to the Figure 4.1, there are N! feasible resource allocations. To maximize
the throughput of the cell is to find the resource allocation whose total throughput is the
maximal.
To solve the problem formed in 4.3, two methods could be applied. The first one is the
brute force method. The maximal throughput of the cell can be acquired by go through all
the N! feasible resource allocations. When N increases, the brute force is becoming more
and more time consuming and even unscalable. The pseudo-code for brute force method is
given in algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6: Matching Allocation (by Brute Force)
1 Resources allocation for cellular UEs by legacy schemes
2 Generate all the feasible resource allocations
3 Initial the maximal system throughput umax , umax = 0
4 for Each feasible resource allocation do
5
Calculate and store the estimated sum throughput ucurrent for the cell according to
BPC (algorithm 1)
6
if ucurrent > umax then
7
umax = ucurrent
8
Store the current resource allocation
9
end
10 end
11 Output the resource allocation which achieves the umax
Another way is to deploy the Hungarian Algorithm. Instead of going through the N!
solutions, Hungarian Algorithm only need the throughput of each possible two-link system
as input. For the system, each cellular link and D2D link can form a two-cell system to
share the same RB, and there are N × N possible two-link systems. The matching solved by
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Hungarian Algorithms is given in algorithm 7 and Hungarian Algorithms will be introduced
in detail by next section.
Due to the mode selection is not integrated in matching, all the D2D pairs work in the
D2D mode. A future introduction of mode selection could be considered as an improvement.
Algorithm 7: Matching Allocation (by Hungarian Algorithm)
1 Resources allocation for cellular UEs by legacy schemes
2 for Each UE link c do
3
for Each D2D link d do
4
Calculate and store the estimated sum throughput wc,d for the two-link system
of UE link c and D2D link d by BPC (algorithm 1)
5
end
6 end
7 Feed the matrix Wc,d to Hungarian Algorithm to find the optimal solution

4.5.2

Hungarian Algorithm

The Hungarian Algorithm was proposed by H.W.Kuhn in 1955 and followed by J.R.Munkres
with an executable version in 1957 [11]. The Hungarian Algorithm implemented in RUNE
is based on the algorithm proposed by J.R.Munkres with modifications for the resource
allocation of D2D communication. The Hungarian Algorithm for matching can be described
by 7 steps.
Step 1 Pre-processing of the weight matrix In Hungarian Algorithm, the throughput matrix
Wc , d in algorithm 7 is called weight matrix and each element of it is named weight.
Because the Hungarian Algorithm is proposed to minimize the sum weight, the matching problem has to be converted from maximizing the sum weight to minimizing the
sum weight. To do this, find the maximal element wmax in the weight matrix, then
subtract wmax from every element of the weight matrix. For convenience, the processed
weight matrix is called M.
Step 2 Generate initial zeroes in the weight matrix For each row, find the minimal element,
subtract it from all the elements of this row. As a result, each row will contain at least
one zero element. Then continue to step 3.
Step 3 Attempt to solve the problem Go through from the first row to the last row, star the
first unmarked zero Z of each row, and erase the other zeroes in the same row or same
column of Zs. Then do the similar marking work for each column and repeat step3
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until all zeroes are marked. All the marked zeroes may form an optimal solution for
this weight matrix. Then continue to step 4.
Step 4 Verify the proposed solution Cover each column which contains a starred zero of the
M with a vertical line. If all the columns has been covered, the optimal solution has
been found and the starred zeroes indicate the optimal solution. Otherwise, another
solution has to be proposed and then continue with step 5.
Step 5 Cover the remaining uncovered zeros Check the M again, if there is no uncovered
zero, continue with step 7. If the uncovered zero(es) exist, prime the first uncovered
zero P. Find a starred zero S in the same row where P locates, and cover this row and
uncover the column where S locates. Repeat step 5 until can not find the next S. Then
continue with step 6.
Step 6 Find an alternative solution Name the last P in step 5 as E1 . Find a starred zero E2
in E1 ’s column. Then find a primed zero E3 in E2 ’s row, then find a starred zero E4 in
E3 ’s column. Continue the search until can not find an element to continue. Then the
series E1 , E2 , E3 , . . . En is found. Unstar each even numbered element and prime each
odd numbered element. Go to step 4 with all the elements in the M uncovered.
Step 7 Create additional Zeroes Among all the uncovered elements, find the smallest element Emin . Add the Emin to all the elements that has been covered both vertically
and horizontally. Subtract the Emin from each uncovered item. Then at least one zero
elements have been created and continue with step 5.
The algorithms introduced above works for a standard N × N weight matrix, which means
the number of RBs, cellular UEs and D2D transmitters are equal to each other. For a system
with N RBs, C Cellular UEs and D D2D pairs, the weight matrix has to be extended to a
N × N matrix. This is done by adding (N − D) dummy D2D transmitters and (N −C) dummy
cellular UEs to the system. The transmission powers of these dummy equipment are set to
zero. The extension of weight matrix happens before the step 1.
Because the dummy transmitters do not exist, the transmitters paired with dummy
transmitters will be able to work without intra-cell interference.

4.5.3

An Example of Hungarian Matching Allocation

To illustrate the steps of matching and Hungarian Algorithm, here is an sample problem.
For a cell with 3 RBs, 3 UE links and 3 D2D links, assume the weight matrix Wc,d , which
contains the throughput of each possible two-link system formed by a UE link and a D2D
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link, is obtained through BPC as shown in Table 4.1. To ease the illustration, the throughput
are calculated as bit/s/Hz and rounded.
Table 4.1 Throughput of each possible two-link system (Wc,d )

UE1
UE2
UE3

D2D1
158.15
125.20
61.79

D2D2
130.25
120.90
42.12

D2D3
130.25
115.72
34.29

Then the Wc,d is fed to the Hungarian Algorithm (HA). Figure 4.2 shows how the problem
is solved by HA step by step. The arrows indicate the switches between different steps of
HA and numbers above the arrows indicate the steps. After the last step, all the columns
are covered and the starred zeros is the final solution. The optimal solution is the UE link 1
shares RB with D2D link 1, UE link 2 shares RB with D2D link 3, and UE link 3 shares RB
with D2D link 2.
158.15
96.36

130.25
120.91
116.03

130.25
115.72
34.29

0
0
19.67

27.91
4.30
0.00

27.91
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Figure. 4.2 A step-by-step example for Hungarian Algorithm
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Chapter 5
System Model and Simulation
Methodology
The performance evaluation of the algorithms is conducted through simulations. This chapter
introduces the assumptions, system model and simulation methodology.

5.1

Assumptions

For simplicity and generality, the study and simulations are based on the on the following
assumptions:
• Only the D2D link and the uplink of cellular communication are considered.
• Every link uses only one resource block.
• The spectrum is fully reused among cells (reuse factor equals 1).
• As the focus is the radio resource management algorithms, the D2D discovery is
assumed to be done and only the communication phase of D2D communication is
simulated. The D2D pairs are pre-defined properly.

5.2

System Model

Being widely used, the hexagonal cells are deployed as the layout of the cellular network.
The cells are of the same radius and base stations with omnidirectional antennas are placed
in the cell centers.
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Snapshot of the network
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Figure. 5.1 A sample snapshot of the network. The system consists of 3 cells and each cell has 6
cellular UEs and 6 pre-defined D2D pairs.

5.2.1

UE Placement

The placement of all the UEs is divided into two parts: the cellular UEs and the D2D
candidates. The cellular UEs are the UEs always communicating through the base station
(cellular mode). Based on the assumptions, only the cellular UEs working as transmitters are
placed. Cellular UE’s placement follows the uniform distribution. The numbers of cellular
UE in each cell are the same.
The D2D candidates are the UEs that have the opportunity to work in the D2D mode.
One D2D transmitter and its D2D receiver form a D2D pair. Different with the placement
of cellular UE, both the transmitter and receiver of a D2D pair are placed in the simulation.
The transmitters are uniformly distributed and the receivers are placed randomly around
their serving transmitters within constrained ranges. The distance between the transmitter
and receiver of a D2D pair can be expressed as Rd2d + ∆d2d , where the Rd2d is the average
distance between the D2D transceiver and ∆d2d is the constrained degree of freedom. A
sample snapshot of the network is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.3

Simulation Tool and Procedure

The simulation is conducted according to the system model and executed in the rudimentary
network simulator (RUNE), a wireless network simulator developed in Matlab environment.
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With additional scripts and functions added, RUNE supports the simulation of network
assisted D2D communication with all the algorithms introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Monte Carlo simulation is implemented to obtain the data. In each Monte Carlo simulation, the cells are created with UEs placed randomly, then the resource allocation and power
control algorithms are performed. After all the simulations are done, the power consumption,
SINR and throughput are evaluated according to the simulation data.

5.4

Simulation Parameters

The simulation parameters of system layout, channel model and error model are summarized
in Table 5.1. For different purpose, some parameters differ, and they are specified in the
thesis.
Table 5.1 Simulation Parameters

Parameter

Value

System bandwidth
Carrier frequency
Antenna height at the D2D Receiver
Antenna height at the Transmitter
Average building height
Street weight
Carrier frequency
Number of cells
Radius of cells
Number of cellular UEs per Cell
Number of D2D Pairs per Cell
Distance between D2D transmitter and receiver
Standards deviation of errors in G matrix
Range of the errors in G matrix
Number of simulations
Maximal transmission power of all UE
Noise power
Log-normal shadow fading , σ

5MHz
2GHz
1.5 m
1.5 m
20 m
20 m
2GHz
7
500m
8 or 6
8 or 6
30-70m
10 dB
[-6 dB,6 dB] or [-3 dB,6 dB]
100
24 dBm
-174 dBm/Hz
3 dB, 4 dB, 6 dB,
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Chapter 6
Numerical Results and Performance
Analysis
This chapter presents the simulation results and the analysis. To start with, several designed
scenarios demonstrate the gains of D2D communication with the simplest algorithms. Then
more algorithms are studied and compared to investigate the benefit of having more CSI
knowledge. At the end, a selected set of algorithms are used to examine the impact of
erroneous CSI knowledge.

6.1

Gains and Trade-off: D2D Communication

As discussed in Chapter 1, D2D communication can benefit a cellular network in several
ways. In order to reveal the gains of D2D communication, two scenarios are designed and
executed in the RUNE. In scenario 1, there are 7 cells in the system, and each cell have 8
resource blocks and 8 cellular UE. Then D2D pairs are gradually added into the system. The
simulation is conducted with LTE Open Loop and Balanced Random Allocation. Figure
6.1(a) shows the throughputs. As the number of added D2D pairs increases, the D2D layer
throughput increases while that of the cellular layer decreases. This is because the RB reuse
causes intra-cell interference for cellular layer. However, as the increased D2D throughput is
larger than the decreased cellular throughput, the system throughput benefits from having
more D2D pairs.
In another scenario, instead of adding D2D pairs into the system, the cellular UEs are
gradually replaced by D2D pairs. Thus the total number of active links is always the same
and there is no RB reuse within a cell. The results in Figure 6.1(b) show as the portion of
D2D pair increases, the system throughput increases.
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Figure. 6.1 Throughput of D2D scenarios. In both scenarios, the D2D communication can increase
the system throughput. In scenarios (a), due to the RB reuse, the throughput of cellular layer decreases
as the number of D2D pairs increases. However, the system throughput still raises as a result of D2D
proximity.

Both these two scenarios are possible approaches to introduce the D2D communication
to the existing cellular network. The increased system throughput shows the benefit of D2D
communication.
To further analyse the gains of D2D communication, Figure 6.2 shows the achieved data
rate for each resource block of three different scenarios. When the D2D distance is 30m, the
lowest data rate per RB is achieved when there is no D2D pair in the system. When half of
the cellular UEs are replaced by D2D pairs, the rate per RB increased about 89%, which is
the gain of D2D proximity. A higher rate per RB is achieved when the number of RBs is
halved and every RB is being reused. These gains can be observed in the curve for a D2D
distance of 70m. Meanwhile, the comparison of gains with different D2D distance shows the
closer the D2D pairs, the higher the gains.
Besides the LTE Open Loop and Balanced Random Allocation, other power control and
resource allocation algorithms can be applied in network assisted D2D communication. The
following sections investigate the features of these algorithms and discuss the gains of having
more CSI knowledge.
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Figure. 6.2 Achieved rate per RB for D2D communication. Enabling D2D communication increases
the achieved rate per RB of a mobile network. The rate per RB is further improved by the RB reuse
between the cellular layer and D2D layer. A shorter D2D distance is favourable for realizing the D2D
gains.

6.2

The Gains of CSI Knowledge: Power Control

As the algorithms need different channel state information as inputs, the available CSI
knowledge decides the algorithms that are applicable. Thus the performance difference of
the algorithms indicates whether the system could benefit from having more CSI knowledge.
Section 6.2 focuses on the power control algorithms, including the discussion of algorithm
specific issues and the performance comparison to indicate the gains of CSI knowledge.
To realize a fair comparison, the Balanced Random Allocation is deployed as the resource
allocation for LTE open loop and Utility Maximization. BRA works as a simple scheme and
is independent of the channel gain knowledge.
1 out in a scenario having 7 cells. Each
Without specification, all the simulations are carried
cell has 8 RBs, 6 cellular UEs and 6 D2D pairs. The performance comparison of resource
allocation algorithms will be presented in section 6.3.

6.2.1

LTE Open Loop Power Control

To achieve a satisfied performance, three parameters of LTE Open Loop have to be chosen
properly. For simplicity, the maximum transmission power Pmax and the base power level
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P0 are fixed as 24 dBm and -78 dBm respectively [12]. To choose a path-loss compensation
factor α, simulations has been conducted with different α and Figure 6.3 shows the result.
The CDF curves of power for both cellular UEs and D2D pairs shows that the higher the
path-loss compensation, the higher the power consumption. The figure also shows that the
for the same α, the D2D transmitters consumes less power than the cellular UE as a benefit
of the proximity between D2D pairs.
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Figure. 6.3 SINR and power performance of LTE Open Loop Power Control. The higher the α, the
higher the power consumption and SINR. Because α = 1 can not bring expected improvement for
cellular layer, α is selected as 0.8 in the further simulations.
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In terms of SINR, the D2D SINR performance always increases as the α increases. This
conclusion also hold for the cellular UE SINR until α reaches 0.8. For cellular UE, α = 1
achieves better performance in high SINR region while α = 0.8 performs better in low SINR
region. Taking the increased power consumption into consideration, α = 1 doesn’t bring
ideal improvement to the system. Thus, the α is set as 0.8 in the rest of this thesis.

6.2.2

Utility Maximization Power Control

Utility Maximization is solved by iterations and needed to be configured well. To assure the
convergence, the iteration for outer loop is set to 100 iterations [12]. As another important
design aspect, the impact of parameter ω is investigated through simulations. According to
equation 3.2, when ω is high, the power consumption takes a larger portion in the utility.
As a contrary, when ω is low, for example ω = 0.01, the utility function is more likely to
maximize the throughput. According to Figure 6.4, for D2D layer, a lower ω leads to a
higher power and higher SINR. The same conclusion could be observed in the high SINR
region for cellular UEs as well.
The simulation results indicate that all the ωs used could provide acceptable performance.
For example, when ω = 10, more than 90 percent D2D users achieve SINRs above 0 dB and
20 percent users’ SINR are above 20 dB. For the power saving purpose, a higher ω is more
preferable, and for a higher data rate, the ω should be set lower. In order to compare the
Utility Maximization with the Binary Power Control, which aims at maximizing the system
throughput, ω is selected as 0.01 in the following simulations.
The computational time used for utility maximization is much more than that of the LTE
Open Loop, thus strong hardware or high efficient implementation is required to realize the
improvement.

6.2.3

Binary Power Control

In BPC, the transmission power of each active link is fixed. To ensure a high throughput for
cellular layer, the cellular links uses 23 dBm as the transmission power. The transmission
power of D2D links are tuned by taking the fairness and performance into consideration.
Matching is deployed as the resource allocation schemes for BPC.
max are shown in Figure
The simulation results with different D2D transmission power Pd2d
max
6.5. The figure shows a trade-off between the cellular layer and D2D layer. A higher Pd2d
benefits the D2D layer while making the cellular layer suffer. For example, compared with
max = 8dBm, when Pmax = 18dBm, the SINR CDF of cellular layer is 1 dB lower and the
Pd2d
d2d
SINR CDF of D2D layer is 8 dB higher for 50 percentile users.
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Figure. 6.4 SINR and power performance of Utility Maximization Power Control. The ω tunes the
trade-off between power consumption and SINR performance. A lower ω is beneficial for higher data
rate, and a higher ω reduces power consumption.
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Figure. 6.5 SINR performance of Binary Power Control. A higher D2D transmission power increases
max should be selected properly to
the D2D SINR and decreases the SINR of cellular layer. The Pd2d
boost the system performance and protect the cellular layer.
max should maximize the system throughput
To realize the D2D gains, the selection of Pd2d
while provides the cellular layer an acceptable performance. The achieved throughput
max is shown in Figure 6.6. As the Pmax increases, the throughput of D2D
of different Pd2d
d2d
layer increases while the performance of cellular UE layer keeps dropping. Due to the
increased D2D throughput is higher than the decreased throughput of cellular Layer, the
system throughput increases. The trade-off comes from the proximity between the D2D
transmitter and receiver as well.
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Figure. 6.6 Throughput comparison of Binary Power Control. The comparison depicts the trade-off
between system throughput and throughput of cellular layer as a result of D2D proximity.
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Besides of the performance, the fairness of transmission opportunity of BPC needs to
max and the blocking rate
be investigated. Figure 6.7 shows the relationship between the Pd2d
of D2D and cellular links. Solid lines represent the blocking rate of cellular UE links and
the dashed lines represent that of the D2D links. Different colors are used to distinguish
max increases,
different simulation scenarios. As all scenarios have in common, when the Pd2d
the blocking rate of D2D transmitters decreases and that of the cellular UEs increases.
Different D2D distances also affect the fairness. In the scenario represented by the red
lines and blue lines, the D2D distances are 30-70m and 70-100 respectively. The figure shows
a shorter D2D distance causes a lower blocking rate for D2D links and a higher blocking rate
of cellular UEs. This is due to a shorter D2D distance increases the frequency of cases that
only allow D2D links to transmit.
Meanwhile, the system load also affects the blocking rate. The scenarios in red lines
and blue lines have the same D2D distance but different system load. In the red lines, 100%
of the RBs are reused and only 50% RBs are reused in the blue lines. As a result, a higher
traffic load leads to a higher blocking rate of both cellular links and D2D links. The reason is
that with a 100% reuse of RBs, every link is forced to share a RB with another link.
To provide a better performance and proper fairness, the maximal transmission power for
D2D layer are selected as 18 dBm in the rest of the simulations.
UE, D2D Range 30-70m, 100% Reuse
D2D, D2D Range 30-70m, 100% Reuse
UE, D2D Range 30-70m, 50% Reuse
D2D, D2D Range 30-70m, 50% Reuse
UE, D2D Range 70-100m, 50% Reuse
D2D, D2D Range 70-100m, 50% Reuse
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Figure. 6.7 Blocking rate of Binary Power Control. The high Pd2d
blocked and increases the transmission opportunity of D2D layer. Besides, either decreasing the lower
system load or increasing the D2D distance can balance the fairness between D2D layer and cellular
layer.
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6.2.4

Performance Comparisons of Power Control Algorithms

After the discussion of performance and algorithms specific issues of each algorithm, Figure
6.8 presents the performance comparison of different algorithms.
As shown in section 6.1, as the simplest algorithm, LTE still can realize the gains of D2D
communication. For further improvement, utility maximization or BPC can be applied. To
deploy the utility maximization, the received interference are needed as input. BPC requires
the channel gain between the cellular UE and the D2D receiver on the same RB as input.
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Figure. 6.8 SINR comparison of power control algorithms. The comparison indicates both the cellular
layer and D2D layer gain from using power control algorithms which require more CSI knowledge as
inputs.

6.3

The Gains of CSI Knowledge: Resource Allocation

This section continues the discussion about the gains of CSI Knowledge and focus on the
resource allocation algorithms.

6.3.1

RA Comparison for LTE Open Loop Power Control

To compare the performance, all the four RAs are simulated with LTE Open Loop. The
simulation results are presented in Figure 6.9.
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The Cellular Protection Allocation (CPA) needs the channel gain between the transmitters
and the base station. In a general cellular network, this channel information is usually
available. As the Figure showed, the CPA performs about 0.6 dB better than the BRA for
D2D layer. In terms of the cellular layer, it performs close to the Matching and no better than
BRA.
Minimal Interference (MinInterf) needs the channel gains related to the interference: the
channel gain between each D2D transmitter and its closest base station, the channel gain
between all the transmitter and the D2D receivers. With more information, the Minimal
Interference outperforms better than the CPA and BRA. For fifty percentile D2D users,
the Minimal Interference performs about 1.5 dB better, and in the low SINR region, the
improvement could be around 4 dB. Meanwhile, the Minimal Interference brings 0.8 dB
SINR improvement for cellular UEs as well.
Similar to Minimal Interference, Matching needs more channel gain knowledge than the
BRA and CPA. For D2D layer, Matching performs close to the MinInterf, except the fact that
matching performs worse in the low SINR region. For cellular UE, the Matching performs
close to BRA.
To sum up, the Matching and Minimal Interference allocation provide the LTE Open
Loop limited improvement with requirement of extra CSI knowledge. The LTE Open Loop
with BRA or CPA could be a piratical combination.
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Figure. 6.9 Performance of LTE Open Loop with different RAs. The minimal interference allocation
outperforms the other RAs.
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Figure. 6.10 Performance of Utility Maximization with different RAs. The matching and minimal
interference increase the SINR with lower power consumption.

6.3.2

RA Comparison for Utility Maximization Power Control

Similarly, the RAs are simulated with Utility Maximization. The SINR comparison are
presented in Figure 6.10.
For D2D layer, Matching performs better than the other algorithms, providing about
1-3.5 dB improvement than BRA. Minimal Interference and CPA also increase the SINR
compared with BRA.
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For cellular layer, the Minimal Interference achieves about 3 dB gain for most users and
about 7 dB gain for low SINR region users. Matching performs close to BRA and CPA
performs worse.
Different from LTE open loop, the power consumptions for utility maximization differs
for different RAs. As shown in Figure 6.10, comparison results are similar for both cellular
layer and D2D layer. CPA consumes more power than the matching and BRA. The Minimal
Interference saves power.
For the Utility Maximization, when additional CSI knowledge is unavailable, the BRA
and CPA are suitable RAs. With more CSI knowledge, the Minimal Interference and matching
are more preferable. These two algorithms can save the power while achieving better SINR.

6.3.3

RA Comparison for Binary Power Control

For the Binary Power Control, the BRA and Matching are applied. The Figure 6.11 shows
the SINR performance of these two RAs. The results indicate that the BRA performs about
1 dB better than the Matching for both the cellular layer and D2D layer. However, the
corresponding throughput analysis in Table 6.1 shows the different trend. It indicates that the
Matching achieves a slightly higher total throughput and cellular layer throughput.
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Figure. 6.11 SINR performance for Binary Power Control with different RAs. In terms of SINR, the
BRA and matching perform close. The gains of having more CSI knowledge is illustrated by the
fairness analysis.
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Table 6.1 Throughput Comparison for BPC ( ×107 bps)

BRA
Matching

D2D layer

UE layer

System

22.90
22.68

7.06
8.17

29.96
30.85

Actually, the SINR figure only shows the SINR distribution for the active transmitters
in both layer. The SINR figure only indicates that the average SINR per active transmitter
for BRA is higher than Matching. However, in Matching more UEs are allowed to transmit
and thus it’s reasonable for Matching to achieve a higher cellular layer throughput. The
probability of transmission for UE is defined as:
PUE transmit =

Numonly UE Transmits + Numboth Transmits
.
NumCellular UEs

Similarly, the probability of transmission for D2D transmitter is defined as
PD2D transmit =

Numonly D2D Transmits + Numboth Transmits
.
NumD2D Pairs

Figure 6.12 shows the simulation results of transmission probability for cellular UEs. The
x-axis and y-axis represent the position of cellular UE and different colors represent the
probability of transmission for a cellular UE at a specific coordination. Compared with BRA,
Matching algorithm can extend the high probability region (the red area). With Matching, a
large portion of cellular UE have a transmission probability higher than 0.8. However, with
BRA, cellular UEs outside the cell center have a transmission probability lower than 0.5,
which leads to a poorly achieved and impractical fairness. The figure also shows that the
closer the cellular UE to the base station, the higher the transmission probability.
Figure 6.13 shows the probability of transmission for D2D transmitters. Similar with
the simulation results of cellular UEs, the Matching algorithms extends the area of the high
transmission probability region. Figures 6.13 does not indicate strong relation between the
D2D transmitters’ geographical distribution and the transmission probability. The difference
of transmission probability is mainly caused by the different D2D distance. A shorter D2D
distance leads to a better channel condition, and thus a higher transmission probability is
possible.
In terms of the required CSI knowledge, the BPC needs the channel gain between the
cellular UE and the D2D receiver on the same RB within a same cell. To perform matching,
the channel gains between each cellular UE and each D2D receiver within the same cell
are required. Although the Matching doesn’t bring notable throughput and SINR gain, the
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(a)RA algorithm:BRA

(b)RA algorithm:Matching

Figure. 6.12 Transmission probability of cellular UEs. The matching algorithm extends the high
transmission opportunity region of cellular UEs. Most cellular UEs keep a transmission probability
above 0.8. The poorly achieved fairness by BRA makes the cellular UEs outside the cell center have a
transmission probability lower than 0.5.

(a)RA algorithm: BRA

(b)RA algorithm: Matching

Figure. 6.13 Transmission probability of D2D transmitters. Compared with BRA, the matching can
help D2D layer increase the transmission opportunities. The improved fairness shows another gain of
having more CSI knowledge.
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improved fairness is still an important benefit of having more CSI knowledge and makes the
BPC more practical. In the further comparison, matching will be selected as the RA for BPC.
Computational Efficiency for Different Implementations of Matching
As discussed in Chapter 4, the matching algorithm could be implemented by the Hungarian
Algorithm or the Brute Force method. The 7-step Hungarian Algorithm seems more complicated, however, Hungarian Algorithm is scalable and of high efficiency for larger weight
matrix. Figure 6.14 shows the average time consumption for these two methods. N × N
weight matrices of different sizes are examined. For each N, the two algorithms are fed with
300 weight matrices and the computational time is averaged. When the size of weight matrix
is smaller than 7 × 7, the Brute Force and Hungarian Algorithm performs closely to each
other. However, when the matrix size increases to 10 × 10, the runtime of Brute Force is as
around 280 times as that of the Hungarian Algorithms.
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Figure. 6.14 Runtime comparison of Hungarian Algorithms and Brute Force method. When N > 7,
the runtime of Brute Force method increases rapidly. Hungarian Algorithms is more practical for a
real system.

6.3.4

Overall Comparisons of Power Control and Resource Allocation
Algorithms

To sum up, Figure 6.15 includes the SINR performance of all the algorithms. Besides,
table 6.2 presents the throughputs for the scenarios in Figure 6.15. To ease the comparison,
the throughputs of LTE Open Loop and Balanced Random Allocation is selected as the
benchmark, and other throughputs are presented as the ratio between their numerical values
and the benchmark. Compared with the benchmark:
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Figure. 6.15 SINR performance of all the algorithms. The performance gap between different
algorithms proves that the system gains continuously from the algorithms taking use of more CSI
knowledge. Specificity, the matching and BPC provides impressive performance.
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Table 6.2 Throughput Comparison of Algorithms

Algorithms

LTE Open Loop

Utility Maximization

Binary Power Control

Cellular Layer

D2D Layer

System

BRA

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

CPA

94,47%

103,26%

99,96%

Matching

96.69%

110.89%

105.56%

MiniInterf

109.54%

111.65%

110.85%

BRA

109.69%

188.64%

159.05%

CPA

94.62%

197.32%

158.82%

Matching

115.88%

212.34%

176.19%

MiniInterf

132.05%

204.83%

177.54%

Matching

138.20%

230.09%

195.65%

• System throughput of LTE Open Loop increases when Matching and MinInterf are
deployed.
• The Utility Maximization improves the system throughput by at least 58.82%, and
with Minimal Interference the improvement is 77.54%.
• The BPC and matching almost doubles the overall throughput, proving that making
good use of additional CSI information can benefit the system a lot.
• The system throughput and D2D throughput continuously gains from more CSI knowledge.
• The D2D layer benefit more from the CSI knowledge then the cellular layer. Some
algorithms lead to slight performance lose to cellular layer.

6.4

The Impact of CSI Errors

This section examines the impact of CSI errors with the assumption that all the channel gain
needed for the algorithms are available. The studied algorithms include the mode selection
and LTE Open Loop Power Control. The Balanced Random Allocation is selected as the
resource allocation algorithm.
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6.4.1

The Impact of CSI Errors on Mode Selection

When the input of mode selection (Algorithm 2) contains errors, the results of mode selection
might change. To further understand how the errors affect mode selection, the conditions
that mode selection makes mistake is to be derived.
According to the algorithm of mode selection, for a certain D2D transmitter, the output
of mode selection follows:
(
GD2D − GUE > 0 D2D Mode
if
,
(6.1)
GD2D − GUE ≤ 0 UE Mode
where the GD2D and GUE are the perfect channel gain of the D2D transmitter in D2D
mode and UE mode respectively. According to imperfect channel model in section 2.4, the
imperfect channel gain knowledge in D2D mode and UE mode can be written as:
G′D2D = GD2D + εD2D
′
GUE
= GUE + εUE

(6.2)

εD2D and εUE are the errors of in the channel gain knowledge of D2D mode and UE mode
and εD2D , εUE ⊂ C. C is the range of the Errors.

Assume in mode selection, a D2D transmitter works in D2D mode with perfect channel
knowledge as the input, but it works in the UE mode as a result of the mode selection mistake.
The scenario is summarized as:
(
GD2D − GUE
> 0 Without Error, D2D TX works in D2D Mode
(6.3)
GD2D − GUE + εD2D − εUE ≤ 0
With Errors, D2D TX works in UE mode
Let ∆ε = εD2D − εUE and ∆G = GD2D − GUE , equation 6.3 can be rewritten as:
0 < ∆G ≤ −∆ε .

(6.4)

Another scenario that mode selection makes wrong decision is that the D2D TX changes
from UE mode to D2D mode due to the CSI errors. Similarly, the scenario is represented by
equation 6.5 and rewritten as equation 6.6.
(

GD2D − GUE ≤ 0
Without Error, D2D TX works in UE Mode
GD2D − GUE + εD2D − εUE > 0 With Errors, D2D TX works in D2D mode
−∆ε < ∆G ≤ 0
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(6.5)

(6.6)

6.4 The Impact of CSI Errors
Equation 6.4 and equation 6.6 forms the conditions that CSI errors can change the mode
selection result. Once one of them is met during the runtime, the mode selection makes
mistake.
To evaluate the impact of CSI errors, the next step should focus on the frequency that the
mode selection mistake occurs. The upper bound of the probability that the mode selection
make wrong decision, Pu , is going to be derived.
Define the maximal absolute value of the ∆ε as
|∆ε|max = max |εd2d − εue | ,
εd2d ,εue

(6.7)

and the following equation hold:
|∆ε| ≤ |∆ε|max , ∀∆ε

(6.8)

Therefore, a set of insufficient but necessary conditions for Equation 6.4 and equation
6.6 could be derived as:
0 < ∆G < |∆ε|max , and ∆ε < 0
− |∆ε|max < ∆G ≤ 0, and ∆ε > 0
Thus Pu could be derived as
Pu = P0<∆G<|∆ε|max · P∆ε<0 + P−|∆ε|max <∆G≤0 · P∆ε>0 .

(6.9)

For errors of symmetric range, P∆ε>0 = P∆ε<0 , thus equation 6.9 can be written as:



P = P0<∆G<|∆ε|max + P−|∆ε|max <∆G≤0 · P∆ε>0

(6.10)

= P−|∆ε|max <∆G<|∆ε|max · P∆ε>0
For symmetric errors εUE , εD2D ⊂ [-6 dB,6 dB], |∆ε|max = 12 dB. The distribution of ∆G
is acquired through simulation and plotted in Figure 6.16 (D2D distance 30-70m). According
to the CDF curve,
P−|∆ε|max <∆G<|∆ε|max ≈ 0.35 − 0.04 = 0.31.
According to the errors model, P∆ε>0 / 0.5. Therefore, the upper bound of probability that
the result of mode selection changes is
Pu / 0.31 × 0.5 = 15.5%.
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Figure. 6.16 The CDF of ∆G of D2D transmitters.
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Figure. 6.17 Mistake rate of mode selection.

Figure 6.17 shows the simulation results of mistake rate of mode selection. The statistic
results is based on 7000 simulations of mode selection. The mode selections mistakes
consists of two part:
• The Missed D2D Communication: the D2D Transmitter should work in D2D mode
but it works in UE mode due to the errors.
• The Abused D2D Communication: the D2D Transmitter should work in UE mode but
works in D2D mode due to the errors.
The figure shows the rate of total mistake and the missed D2D communication. The mistake
rates increases when the D2D distance increases. Due to the proximity, even when the error
belongs to the range [-12 dB,12 dB], the error rate of mode selection is still very low. The
impact of mode selection mistake on the SINR of a user will be analysed in next section.

6.4.2

The Impact of CSI Errors on a Single User

This section analyse how the SINR of a user changes due to the CSI errors. For a system
without CSI errors and interference, assume that the D2D transmitter works in D2D mode
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and the SINR can be derived as
SINR1 = PD2D + GD2D − N

= (P0 − α · GD2D ) + GD2D − N

(6.11)

= P0 + GD2D (1 − α) − N

When the input LTE Open Loop contains error, the SINR of the receiver becomes
′
+ GD2D − N
SINR2 = PD2D

= (P0 − α · (GD2D + εD2D )) + GD2D − N

(6.12)

= P0 + GD2D (1 − α) − α · εD2D − N
Thus the impact of errors on this D2D link’ SINR is

∆SINR1 = SINR1 − SINR2 = α · εD2D .

(6.13)

Similarly, for a cellular UE or a D2D transmitter in UE mode, the errors’ impact can be
derived as
∆SINR2 = α · εUE
(6.14)
In order to analyse the impact of mode selection mistake, we assume that the D2D
transmitter should work in D2D mode with perfect channel knowledge. However, affected
by the errors, the D2D transmitter works in UE mode. The scenario is illustrated in Figure
6.18. The SINR with perfect CSI is the same as equation 6.11. The achieved SINR with error
input for this user is
′
SINR3 = PUE
+ GUE − N

= (P0 − α · (GUE + εUE )) + GUE − N

(6.15)

= P0 + GUE (1 − α) − α · εUE − N

The impact of errors is derived as
∆SINR3 = SINR1 − SINR3 = (1 − α) (GD2D − GUE ) + α · εD2D .

(6.16)

Similarly, the SINR change for a user who changed from UE mode to D2D mode could be
derived as
∆SINR4 = (1 − α) (GUE − GD2D ) + α · εUE .
(6.17)
Based on the above analysis, following observations could be get:
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D2D RX
Without CSI Error
GD2D > GUE

D2D RX
With CSI Error
GD2D + εD2D < GUE + εUE

Figure. 6.18 Scenario of CSI errors changes the mode selection results. Due to the CSI errors, a
D2D transmitter which is supposed to work in D2D mode changes to UE mode, losing the chance of
realizing D2D gains.

• α · εUE and α · εD2D is the SINR changes as the impact of errors on LTE Open Loop
Power Control. For the same error, higher the α, higher the SINR changes. Also, a
user could benefit from the errors when the CSI error is negative which indicates a
worse channel condition and lead to the PC sets a higher transmission power. Inverse,
the positive errors results in a lower transmission power then needed to make the user
suffer.
• The term (1 − α) (GD2D − GUE ) in ∆SINR3 and (1 − α) (GUE − GD2D ) in ∆SINR4
represent the SINR degradation caused by mode selection mistakes. For example, in
the scenario that a user works in UE mode without CSI erros, (GUE − GD2D ) > 0, thus
(1 − α) (GUE − GD2D ) > 0, which is positive. In another words, using a wrong mode
causes the signals propagated in a worse condition and cause SINR loses. Depending
on the case, this lose might be compensated by the power control term or make the
SINR worse.
Figure 6.19 shows the simulation results of ∆SINR. The red curve represents the simulation
that mode selection is disabled and D2D users all works in D2D mode (∆SINR1 and ∆SINR2 ).
In the blue curve, the mode selection is enabled and the range of SINR fluctuation is extended
(∆SINR3 and ∆SINR4 ). In the scenario of black curve, the RB reuse within a cell is enabled
and intra-cell interference exists. The black curve shows that intra-cell interference can
further extend the SINR fluctuation.
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Figure. 6.19 The CDF of ∆SINR for all the users in a single cell. A certain user may suffer or benefit
from the erroneous channel knowledge. The mode selection and interference can extend the range of
SINR fluctuation.

6.4.3

The Impact of CSI Errors on The System Performance

To investigate the impact of CSI Errors on the system performance, two kinds of error model
are applied in the simulation:
• Symmetric Errors: εUE , εD2D ⊂ [-6 dB,6 dB]
• Asymmetric Errors: εUE , εD2D ⊂ [-3 dB,6 dB]
Figure 6.20 compares SINR of the D2D layer in terms of with and without CSI error,
indicating that the selected algorithms are insensitive to the errors. A difference is that the
asymmetric makes the SINR deduction slightly more than that of the symmetric errors. Table
6.3 shows the throughput comparison of the simulation scenarios presented in Figure 6.20.
The throughput analysis shows the same trend. With erroneous input, the system loses less
than 4% throughput and the asymmetric errors causes more throughput decreases then the
symmetric errors.
Table 6.3 The throughput comparison of scenarios with CSI errors

Cases
Perfect CSI
εUE , εD2D ⊂ [-6 dB,6 dB]]
εUE , εD2D ⊂ [-3 dB,6 dB]

Cellular Layer

D2D Layer

System

100,00%
99,11%
97,30%

100,00%
99,08%
96,39%

100,00%
99,09%
96,73%
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Figure. 6.20 SINR Comparison of CSI Errors. The system performance is insensitive to the small
scale errors.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Summary and Conclusions

The thesis work reviews the gains of D2D communication by simulation and investigates
the impact of limited channel state information on the performance of network assisted D2D
communication.
First, the impact of unavailability of CSI knowledge is examined. The system performance
with basic CSI knowledge and additional CSI knowledge are compared in terms of power
control and resource allocation. Besides the existing algorithms, the Binary Power Control
and the Matching Allocation are newly implemented, aiming at improving the system
performance with low computational complexity. The Table 7.1 lists all the studied algorithm
and the required input of them.
Table 7.1 CSI Input Comparison of Algorithms

Algorithms
PC

LTE OL

Gc , Gd , Gd,B

UtiMax

Gc , Gd , Gd,B , received interference

BPC

Gc , Gd,B , Gd , Gc,d

Mode Selection

RA

CSI Knowledge Needed

None

CPA

Gc , Gd,B

Matching

Gc , Gd,B , Gd , Gc,d

MinInterf

Gd,B , Gc,d , Gd,d

D2D TX 1
D2D TX 2

Gd,B , Gd

BRA

𝐺𝑑,𝐵

𝐺𝑑

𝐺𝑐
𝐺𝑐,𝑑
Cellular UE
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D2D RX 1

𝐺𝑑,𝑑

Conclusions and Future Work
1. Because the CSI knowledge needed for LTE Open Loop is also needed for the handover
or the D2D Discovery and these knowledge are usually available in the system. The
LTE Open Loop provides satisfied performance and can be used as a practical and
effective PC when no more CSI knowledge is available.
2. With additional CSI knowledge, the BPC and the Utility Maximization outperform
the LTE Open Loop and can improve the system throughput impressively, proving the
system gains from more CSI knowledge.
3. For Binary Power Control, a higher D2D transmission power and a closer D2D distance
are more favourable for D2D communication. These parameters have to be properly
set to reach at least a acceptable blocking rate, SINR and throughput for cellular layer.
The performance of four resource allocation algorithms are also evaluated through the
simulation:
4. Although BRA is simple and does not make use of CSI knowledge as input, it still
works well with different power controls algorithms and realizes the D2D gains.
5. The CPA taking use of the channel gains, which is available and used for LTE Open
Loop, provides limited gains for the D2D layer.
6. Matching and Minimal Interference Allocation need additional CSI knowledge and
performs better than the CPA and BRA, indicating the gain of additional channel
knowledge.
7. The SINR and throughput improvement by different resource allocation algorithms is
not as obvious as that of the power control algorithms.
Besides the gains of throughput and SINR, the improved fairness between cellular UE layer
and D2D layer for BPC can also be regarded as a gain:
8. Compared with BRA, the Matching algorithm does not bring impressive SINR or
throughput improvement for BPC. However, the Matching algorithm can achieve a
better balance between the cellular UE layer and D2D layer, which makes the BPC
more practical.
Another kind of limited CSI knowledge is the erroneous large scale-CSI. By evaluating the
performance of LTE Open loop and mode selection with perfect CSI and erroneous CSI, the
following conclusion can be drawn:
9. Due to the proximity of a D2D pair, the impact of small scale errors on mode selection
is limited.
10. For the selected algorithms, a user may benefit or suffer from the CSI errors. In terms
of the overall performance of the system, the impact of small scale errors is acceptable.
11. Compared with errors of symmetric range, asymmetric error relatively impact more in
terms of SINR and throughput.
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7.2

Future Work

The newly implemented Binary Power Control and Matching Allocation provide impressive
performance and fairness between the cellular layer and the D2D layer. At the same time, it
introduces a great challenge to acquire the channel gains between each cellular UE and each
D2D receiver (the Gc,d in Figure 2.1). Future research about the estimation of this channel
knowledge is very valuable.
Meanwhile, the matching algorithm still can be improved. For example, adding mode
selection into matching and using heuristic approach to simplify the channel knowledge
needed have the potential to improve the performance of matching. Adding a fairness control
scheme into the algorithm can make the fairness more controllable.
Besides, all the resource allocation algorithms in this thesis assumes that the resource
allocation for cellular UE has been done by legacy schemes. Allocating resource blocks
to the cellular and D2D layer simultaneously could take advantages of CSI knowledge and
provide potential gains. Future work could take the fast fading into consideration and work
with resource allocation algorithms for cellular and D2D layer.
As the CSI error comes from the channel estimation, the link quality affects the distributions of errors. As an example, generally, a link in good channel condition can have a lower
CSI error. Future work could refine the model of CSI errors and achieve a more realistic
performance evaluation.
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